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Introduction to the School
Name of School
Type of Charter
(Commonwealth or
Horace Mann)
Regional or NonRegional?

Horace Mann

Location of School
(Municipality)

Boston

Non-Regional

Boston

Year Opened

2012

Maximum Enrollment
Chartered Grade Span
# of Instructional Days per
school year
School Hours

325
Grades K1-5
180

Chartered Districts in
Region
(if applicable)
Year(s) Renewed
(if applicable)
Current Enrollment
Current Grade Span
Students on Waitlist

8:15A-4:15P

Age of School

Nine years

2017
294
Grades K1-5
39

Mission Statement:
The Dudley Street Neighborhood Charter School has a three-part mission:
1. To provide a world class education for all students, preparing them for long-term academic
success and responsible civic engagement;
2. To serve as a driver of human and social capital development, preparing outstanding new
teachers to drive excellent student outcomes throughout Boston; and
3. To serve as a partner in catalyzing improvement of all schools in the Dudley area.
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Faithfulness to Charter
Criterion 1: Mission and Key Design Elements
A. Mission and Key Design Elements
As we near the end of our second charter term, the Dudley Street Neighborhood Charter School (DSNCS) has worked
diligently to fulfill our three-part mission:
1. To provide a world class education for all students, preparing them for long-term academic success and
responsible civic engagement;
2. To serve as a driver of human and social capital development, preparing outstanding new teachers to drive
excellent student outcomes throughout Boston; and
3. To serve as a partner in catalyzing improvement of all schools in the Dudley area.
Faithfulness to Mission and Key Design Elements. DSNCS is a school deeply committed to the vision that a high quality,
world-class education should be a guaranteed, basic human right for every child. To that end, we:
• Implement a flexible and collaborative staffing model that incorporates Boston Teacher Residency (BTR) residents,
Dudley Promise Corps (DPC) members and paraprofessionals into teams of educators who work and learn together
to ensure outstanding outcomes for all students. The potential of this model, which means that we can have two
adults in each classroom, has been highlighted in the last 18 months during the pandemic. Having multiple adults
has meant that we can provide more targeted and differentiated instruction both online and in person.
• Build and foster neighborhood partnerships to collaborate in advocating for educational opportunities and
resources for families. These partnerships have been particularly critical during the pandemic. We work closely
with our lead partner Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative on a variety of issues affecting the students and
families in the school, and with a host of other partners to provide students and families with access to vital
resources beyond the school walls, including arts and wellness enrichment (Food Project, Girl Scouts, Boston After
School & Beyond), health and socio-emotional supports (Children’s Services of Roxbury, Home for Little
Wanderers) and assistance for families struggling with homelessness (Project Hope).
• Operate with a coherent instructional system to ensure that the learning of each student is maximized through the
enactment of an agreed-upon set of best practices for teaching. DSNCS invests in three full-time instructional
coaches who work every day with our teachers in our classrooms to support teacher development.
• Use recent, relevant student learning and well-being data to improve instruction and interventions.
Since the school opened, we have worked to enact our vision of an ambitious school—one where all children are challenged
as learners and have the tools and supports they need to succeed.
Design Element Implementation and Progress Toward Goals. During its second charter term, the school has been faithful to
its mission and has implemented key design elements in making important strides toward achieving the objectives
articulated in its accountability plan. Annual data documenting this achievement can be found in Appendix A.
Mission element #1 - Academic Success: Students are on the path to enter and graduate from college and serve as
responsible members of their community. We saw strong student growth in literacy. During 17-18 and 18-19 (the first two
years of the charter term), 76% and 79% of students made at least one year's worth of growth in literacy. [In 2019-20, 68%
of students were on course for at least one year's worth of growth in February, before the year was disrupted]. In math, the
corresponding numbers were 59%, 54% and 63%. While our overall school-wide accountability metrics are lower than they
should be, they do mask some encouraging trends. DSNCS' current student population is 59% African-American and 35%
Dudley Street Neighborhood Charter School
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Latina/o. In 2017-18, DSNCS’s African-American students’ performance was in the 52nd percentile relative to the
performance of the same subgroup in schools administering similar assessments, and they were deemed meeting criterionreferenced improvement targets (83% of points). The school's Latina/o subgroup performed at the 46th percentile and also
met improvement targets (80% of points).
Mission element #2 - Embedded Teacher Preparation: The Teaching Academy model is transforming student and adult
learning outcomes.
a.

Student learning: BTR residents and DPC members are vital human capital assets. As mentioned above, these
aspiring educators play a crucial role in the school which was only heightened during the past 18 months. BTR
residents and DPC members worked hand-in-hand with lead teachers and school staff to reach out to families and
support them on everything from Zoom trouble-shooting to food security or COVID testing. They were able to take
individual students and small groups and work intensely with them, often in a Zoom breakout room. As a result,
students at DSNCS were able to experience personalized and differentiated instruction, increased attention on skill
development, and additional socio-emotional supports.

b. Human capital pipeline: DSNCS served as the Teaching Academy host site for the preparation of 40 new BPS
teachers during the charter term. Of the pre-service teachers prepared at DSNCS, all but one went on to teach in
BPS the next year, and all but three have stayed at least into their second year.
Mission element #3 - Serving the Dudley Community: Since its inception, DSNCS has worked collaboratively with
neighborhood community organizations and district schools to improve educational opportunities in Dudley. We have
worked closely and collaboratively with our neighborhood partners DSNI and Project Hope. We have together launched an
initiative to strengthen the STEM ecosystem in the neighborhood. We are working closely with an organization called
MathTalk to design and create a set of math installations across the neighborhood. We are collaborating with the Dearborn
STEM Academy to expose DSNCS students to STEM activities and ideas. We are collaborating with employers and institutions
of higher education to design and map backwards a set of core skills and experiences necessary for success in the modern
workplace. And, perhaps most critically, over the last 18 months we have co-convened a broad set of neighborhood
organizations and activists to organize COVID response efforts.
We are proud of what we have achieved. We are excited about our new Principal's leadership, and none of us are satisfied
with where we are. We still have much work to do, and are building on the success and foundation we have. We look forward
to the school’s third charter term, and are confident that we will continue to make strong progress in working to realize our
mission and vision for DSNCS.
Amendments
Date

Amendment Requested

Approved?

2/7/20

Enrollment policy and application for admission

Yes

2/7/20

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the School Committee of Boston Public
Schools

Yes

6/29/20

Accountability Plan

Yes

6/29/20

Management contract with the Boston Plan for Excellence

Yes
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Criterion 2: Access and Equity
Implementation of the Recruitment and Retention Plan. DSNCS, which must use the charter school lottery admission
process, has strived to enroll a sub-group population that is demographically comparable with the Boston Public Schools
(BPS) as a whole. DSNCS partners closely with BPS in the enrollment process. DSNCS participates in district “Showcase”
recruitment activities and is listed in all BPS enrollment applications and materials. DSNCS also carries out recruitment
activities independently, as outlined in the Recruitment and Retention Plan. These efforts are led by our Director of
Family and Community Engagement and our student recruitment team, and include deployment of the Dudley Promise
Corps to engage in direct neighborhood outreach, visits to neighborhood early education centers, and partnerships with
local community organizations.
Through the recruitment efforts mentioned above, Dudley has been successful in enrolling a student population that is
comparable to that of Boston Public Schools. In 2020, DSNCS met all its subgroup Gap Narrowing Targets. It
also met or exceeded its comparison index in all subgroups but Students with Disabilities, where it was slightly under
(13.3% vs. 13.6%).
Recruitment and Enrollment of English Learners. As a small school, the size of subgroups has tended to vary
quite a bit from year to year. In 2017, the percentage of English Learners took a one-time dip. Since, then, however, the
proportion of ELs at DSNCS has increased, and by 2020 our student population was 39.9% ELs, which substantially
exceeded the school’s gap narrowing target (27.4%), comparison index (28.0%), and BPS’s EL percentage (32.4%).
English Learners

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

DSNCS

24.3

17.8

20.4

25.4

39.9

Statewide Average

9.0

9.5

10.2

10.5

10.8

Boston (District)

30.3

31.2

31.7

32.1

32.4

Comparison Index

26.8

26.7

27.5

27.6

28.0

Gap Narrowing Target (GNT)

26.9

27.0

27.1

27.1

27.4

Recruitment and Enrollment of Students whose First Language is not English. DSNCS exceeded our Gap
Narrowing Target for students whose first language is not English in all years except 2018 (29.9% vs. 31.3%). In 2020, the
school also exceeded its Comparison Index for (43.2% vs 35.5%).
First Language Not English

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

DSNCS

35.7

35.3

29.9

32.8

43.2

Statewide Average

19.0

20.1

20.9

21.9

23.0

Boston (District)

47.8

48.2

48.1

48.3

48.5

Comparison Index

33.3

34.9

34.4

34.4

35.5

Gap Narrowing Target (GNT)

30.4

30.8

31.3

31.7

32.8

Recruitment and Enrollment of Economically Disadvantaged Students. Over the course of the past five years,
DSNCS has served a steadily increasing proportion of economically disadvantaged students, and has exceeded its
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Comparison Index in each year. In 2020, 60.1% of DSNCS students were economically disadvantaged, which was higher
than the district average, comparison index, and gap narrowing target.
Economically Disadvantaged

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

DSNCS

46.7

50.0

58.1

59.0

60.1

Statewide Average

27.4

30.2

32.0

31.2

32.8

Boston (District)

49.5

55.5

58.3

56.5

58.3

Comparison Index

43.2

48.3

50.7

48.7

50.2

Gap Narrowing Target (GNT)

47.8

47.9

47.9

48.0

48.7

Recruitment and Enrollment of Students with Disabilities. DSNCS has consistently met its Gap Narrowing Targets
for Students with Disabilities. In 2020, 13.3% of DSNCS students were identified with a disability, exceeding the GNT of
10.5% and just under the comparison index of 13.6%.
Students with Disabilities

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

DSNCS

12.5

11.3

12.0

9.4

13.3

Statewide Average

17.2

17.4

17.7

18.1

18.4

Boston (District)

19.6

19.5

19.6

20.3

21.3

Comparison Index

11.8

12.7

12.9

12.9

13.6

Gap Narrowing Target (GNT)

7.8

8.4

8.9

9.5

10.5

Student Attrition. DSNCS attrition rates for All Students and for High Needs Students has been below the third quartile
in all five years.
Student Attrition: All Students

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

DSNCS

11.7

13.2

17.2

18.2

11.7

Statewide Average

8.7

8.5

8.6

8.4

8.4

Third Quartile

19.6

21.5

21.6

21.1

19.3

Student Attrition: High Needs

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

DSNCS

11.6

10.5

17.8

15.0

8.7

Statewide Average

10.1

10.0

10.1

9.9

10.0

Third Quartile

19.2

19.9

21.6

19.7

18.9

Stability Rates. DSNCS Stability rates for All Students and for High Needs Students have been above the first quartile in
all years since 2016 (2020 data not available yet).
Stability Rates: All

2016

2017

2018

2019

DSNCS

84.5

95.2

84.7

86.4
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Statewide Average

95.9

94.7

92.4

94.4

Boston (District)

86.6

89.8

85.5

85.7

First Quartile

82.5

83.9

80.0

80.0

Stability: High Needs

2016

2017

2018

2019

DSNCS

83.8

95.3

84.5

86.6

Statewide Average

93.6

91.4

90.5

91.2

Boston (District)

84.9

88.1

83.8

83.9

First Quartile

81.4

82.3

79.2

79.4

In School Suspensions. The school was dissatisfied with its suspension rates in 2016 and 2017, and has endeavored to
move away from suspensions - employing varied strategies such as a Buddy Room in an effort to keep students in school
and engaged in academics.
In School Suspensions.

2016

2017

2018

2019

DSNCS

4.7

0.7

0.0

1.8

Statewide Average

1.9

1.7

1.8

1.9

Boston (District)

1.0

0.9

0.3

0.7

First Quartile

0.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

Out of School Suspensions

2016

2017

2018

2019

DSNCS

5.4

4.4

0.0

0.7

Statewide Average

2.9

2.8

2.9

3.0

Boston (District)

4.7

3.8

2.1

3.4

Median

3.5

1.2

0.0

0.0

First Quartile

1.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

DSNCS' efforts to ensure that all students have equal rights of access. DSNCS is a full-inclusion school. All
students are included in all components of the educational program: the same curriculum, courses, and enrichment
opportunities. DSNCS special populations teachers work closely with classroom teachers to ensure that all students have
the support they need to be successful.

Criterion 3: Compliance
The 2017 Year 7 Core Criteria Site Visit had several compliance findings, which have since been addressed.
• Board minutes now always indicate the location of the meeting and include more expansive discussion
summaries.
Dudley Street Neighborhood Charter School
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•
•

•
•
•
•

The Board's MOU with BPE has been signed.
The Board and BPE have revised their MOA to reflect BPE's status as an Educational Management Organization
(EMO). The MOA has been approved by the Commissioner/DESE. In accordance with the MOA, the Board and
BPE have worked to ensure appropriate separation of duties. The Board is responsible for overall strategy and
guidance, adherence to the mission and charter, and ensuring the financial health of the school, and progress
towards meeting academic goals. BPE supports a specific list of day-to-day school functions. BPE is also
responsible for leading the principal evaluation process and preparing the final principal evaluation document.
The school has updated the DESE Board portal to reflect all active Board members' terms.
The Board has elected members to serve in the following roles: chair, vice chair, treasurer, and clerk.
The Board has instituted governance, development, and finance committees.
The Board engages in strategic and continuous improvement planning, has just successfully brought on new
Board members, and just managed a successful plan to identify and hire a new school leader.

Criterion 4: Dissemination
As a Horace Mann Charter School, dissemination is core to the mission of the Dudley Street Neighborhood Charter School.
Below is a table of selected dissemination activities.
Year
Best Practice Shared

Who was involved? With whom did the
school disseminate its best practices?

Result of Dissemination

Teachers from the following BPS schools:
Boston Teachers' Union school, Mather,
Philbrick, Umana and Dearborn STEM
Academy.

BTR’s Early Career Teaching Network teacher
leadership group supported teachers from
across BPS to present and investigate common
problems of practice and work together to come
up with and pilot solutions.

Principals and teachers from East Harlem
Scholars Academies; The Center for
Transforming Alternative Preparation
Pathways

Visits to DSNCS to learn about how DSNCS
positions Residents to support student learning,
to learn about preparation for special educators,
and to document high-quality school-based
teacher preparation programs.

Vehicle for Dissemination
2020-21
School Design, Curriculum and
Instruction
Induction coaching and support for
new teachers across Boston
2019 - 2020
School Design, Curriculum and
instruction, Staff Model
School visit

Dudley Street Neighborhood Charter School
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2019 - 2020
School Design, Curr. & Instruction

Teachers from BPS schools: Orchard
DSNCS teachers designed, tested, and gave
Gardens, Lila Frederick, BTU School,
feedback on Instructional Activities in
Madison Park, Kennedy, O’Bryant, Everett, collaboration with teachers from across Boston.
BDEA, BLA, McKay, Mildred Ave.

Peer Coaching, Professional
Development, Publications
2018-2019, 2019 - 2020

Teachers from 18 BPS schools.

DSNCS teachers coached recent BTR graduates
in various BPS schools: developing routines for
student learning through team coaching.

Attendees at the Carnegie Foundation
Summit on Improvement in Education;
BPS teachers.

DSNCS teachers contributed to creation of
Excavating Teaching protocol and presented it at
Carnegie summit, in addition to sharing with
teachers across BPS.

Teachers from BPS schools: BAA, BATA,
BCLA, BDEA, Dearborn , Edwards, Eliot,
English HS, Everett, Fenway Frederick,
Irving, Madison Park, Margarita Muniz,
Mather, McCormack, McKay, O'Bryant,
Philbrick, Shaw, Young Achievers.

DSNCS teachers sourced, tested, and codeveloped the Peer Coaching Protocol that
reached 53 BPS teachers (and teachers from
Brookline High, Cathedral High, City on a Hill,
Clarke Middle School (Arlington), Cambridge
Rindge and Latin, Somerville High.

DSNCS Director of Student and Family
Support & Special Education Lead Teacher
presented to Special Education Surrogate
Parents (SESP), child welfare professionals,
Recruitment, Training and Support Center
staff, educators.

Presentation about DSNCS’ relationship with the
community, school-based community
partnerships, teacher collaboration and the
Student Support Child Study/Plan.

School Design, Curr. & Instruction
District Coaching
2018 - 2019
School Design, Curr. & Instruction
Instructional Activities
2018 - 2019
School Design, Curr. & Instruction
Peer Coaching

2017 - 2018
School Design, Curr. & Instruction
Conference presentation

2017 - 2018
School Design, Staffing Model
Site visits

DSNCS Principal and teachers hosted 50 BTR faculty and DSNCS teachers presented on
leaders of teacher residency programs from the BTR model and Teaching Academy model.
around the country.
NCTR guests visited Dudley Street School over a
week- long period to observe BTR Collaborating
Teachers and residents in the classroom.

Dudley Street Neighborhood Charter School
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Academic Program Success
Criterion 5: Student Performance
A. Academic Accountability
Overall School Accountability Metrics
SY1718

SY1819

SY1920

Overall Classification

Requiring Assistance or
intervention

Requiring Assistance or
intervention

No new data due to pandemic

Progress toward
improvement targets (%)

67% - Partially meeting
targets

44% - Moderate progress
toward targets

No new data due to pandemic

Accountability Percentile
9
8
No new data due to pandemic
* Because of participation in Next Gen MCAS, DSNCS did not receive accountability scores in 2016-17.
Although our school-wide accountability metrics are lower than we would want, they mask some bright spots found in the
performance of various student subgroups. For instance, as shown below, in SY1718, DSNCS’s African-American students’
performance was in the 52nd percentile relative to the performance of the same subgroup in schools administering similar
assessments, and they were deemed meeting criterion-referenced improvement targets (83% of points). Our
Hispanic/Latino subgroup performed at the 46th percentile and also met improvement targets (80% of points). English
Learners and former ELs performed at the 37th percentile, though only partially met targets (58% of points). That said, in
SY1819, overall progress toward meeting improvement targets decreased.
In examining performance on individual accountability indicators, two indicators stand out in terms of dragging down the
school’s overall performance: Performance on the 5th grade science MCAS exam, and chronic absenteeism. In both years,
the school received 0 points on both indicators. Combined, these two indicators account for 30% of the overall progress
score. In the past year, the school has put into place additional resources to strengthen Science instruction (hiring a fulltime STEAM teacher, in addition to our Science specialist) and procedures to track and improve attendance.
Subgroup/Disaggregated Accountability Metrics
SY1718

SY1819

Progress toward
targets (%)

Subgroup Percentile

Progress toward
targets (%)

Subgroup Percentile

High Needs

61%

17

19%

8

Econ. Disad.

66%

19

33%

12

ELs and FLEP

58%

37

58%

33

Students w/ IEPs

-

-

-

-

African-American

83%

52

53%

57

Hispanic or Latino

80%

46

9%

33

*SY19-20 Excluded since no new accountability metrics due to pandemic
Dudley Street Neighborhood Charter School
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LITERACY
Evidence from State Assessments
MCAS English Language Arts: Grades 3-5
SY1718

SY1819

% Meet/
Exceed

Scaled Score
(Avg)

Avg SGP

Ach. %ile

% Meet/
Exceed

Scaled Score Avg SGP
(Avg)

Ach. %ile

All Students

32

491.8

40.6

17

31

490.9

39.3

14

High Needs

25

488.9

41.4

29

28

488.2

36.4

21

Econ. Disad.

27

489.6

39.8

28

30

489.6

36.9

24

ELs and FLEP

27

487.1

39.9

32

35

489.5

43.4

38

Students w/IEPs

11

476.6

-

25

0

463.3

-

3

African-American

28

491.6

43.9

49

27

491.6

42.2

40

Hispanic or Latino

36

491.7

35.9

40

40

491.1

34.4

34

Evidence from Non-statewide Assessments
Academic subject: Literacy
Assessment Names: STEP (Strategic Teaching and Evaluation of Progress)
and Fountas & Pinnell assessments, supplemented by Pioneer Valley
during pandemic.

Grades Assessed: K1-G5

Date Implemented: 2017-2020 [STEP was phased out in favor of using
F&P schoolwide]

Date Discontinued: N/A

Description of Achievement Trends: From 2017-2021, we have seen solid annual reading growth as measured by the
STEP and Fountas & Pinnell reading assessments. In the two years that were not impacted by COVID-19, more than 70%
of students made at least 1 years of reading growth as measured by STEP/F&P.
• 2017-18: 76% of students made 1+ years of growth on STEP/F&P
• 2018-19: 79% of students made 1+ years of growth on STEP/F&P
• 2019-20: 68% of students with available F&P data met reading growth benchmark from Sept to Feb
(assessment was cut short due to COVID-19 pandemic)
• In 2020-21, because the Fountas & Pinnell assessment is not suitable for online administration (it is a one-onone reading assessment), the school used the online Pioneer Valley reading assessment. At the midway point
of 2020-21, 59% of G1-5 students are on track to make 1+ years of growth.
In terms of students ending each year reading at or above grade level, our results have been the following:
• 2017-18: 49% of students met or exceeded end-of-year reading benchmarks (STEP/F&P)
• 2018-19: 51% of students met or exceeded end-of-year reading benchmarks (STEP/F&P)
• 201920: 52% of students met or mid-year reading benchmarks (which were the last F&P assessments
administered due to the COVID-19 pandemic)
• 2020-21: 43% of students are on track to end the year on grade level. (Pioneer Valley)
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MATH
Evidence from State Assessments
MCAS Math: Grades 3-5
SY1718

SY1819

% Meet/
Exceed

Scaled Score
(Avg)

Avg SGP Ach. %ile

% Meet/
Exceed

Scaled Score
(Avg)

Avg SGP

Ach. %ile

All Students

23

486.6

48.5

13

32

488.9

49.1

16

High Needs

16

483.8

48.2

20

24

485.2

45.7

21

Econ. Disad.

17

483.8

48.5

19

26

487.0

46.8

27

ELs and FLEP

18

484.9

54.7

28

27

485.1

46.2

28

Students w/IEPs

0

469.5

-

12

0

462.7

-

3

African-American

24

486.0

47.5

41

29

490.8

54.6

57

Hispanic or Latino

21

488.0

49.9

39

38

486.5

40.9

30

Evidence from Non-statewide Assessments
Academic Subject: Mathematics
Assessment Name: BPS End-of-Unit (EOU) Math Assessments
for TERC’s Math Investigations

Grades Assessed: Grade 1-5

Date Implemented: Fall 2014

Date Discontinued:

Description of Achievement Trends:
Student performance on BPS End-of-Unit assessments is described below. Please note that the instruments test discrete
mathematical concepts and standards, and are not cumulative in nature (linear growth cannot be demonstrated).
• 2017-18: 59% of students demonstrated mastery on math assessments (average of at least 70% across all the
End of Unit assessments)
• 2018-19: 54% of students demonstrated mastery on math assessments.
• 2019-20: 63% of students demonstrated mastery on math assessments from September to Feb (assessment
was cut short due to COVID-19 pandemic).
Science
Evidence from State Assessments
MCAS Science: G5
2017-18 (Legacy)

All Students

2018-19 (Next Gen

% Prof. or
Adv.

CPI

% Meet/
Exceed

Avg Scaled
Score

Avg SGP

Ach. %ile

13

48.4

11

472.5

N/A

2
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High Needs

8

44.8

470.7

N/A

2

Econ. Disad.

9

44.3

472.0

N/A

4

ELs and FLEP

-

-

-

-

-

-

Students w/IEPs

-

-

-

-

-

-

African-American

17

47.2

473.8

N/A

10

Hispanic or Latino

8

50.0

470.4

N/A

3

Accelerating learning. As we enter the 2021-22 year, there is both tremendous urgency and importance for all of us to
ensure that we have clear plans and resources in place so that we welcome students back, make them feel like they
belong, and make sure that they are able to quickly engage in rigorous academics and accelerate progress. There is also a
danger in trying to do too much, too soon. The obsession with "learning loss" in the public discourse has the potential to
place undue pressure on students and educators who are working to rebuild relationships and provide critical care and
support. With that caveat, we will be implementing the following initiatives to support students post-pandemic:
● A daily intervention block for each student in grades 1-5. During these intervention blocks, grade-level teams
will support students in strategic small groups, based on academic targets. Because these grade-level teams
include an average of seven adults (two lead teachers, two BTR residents, a special populations teacher and two
DPC members) for 48 students, the school is able to provide much more individualized attention for each
student.
● Extensive summer programming. DSNCS has expanded its summer school, hosting roughly one-third of all
students in our own five-week program. In addition, the school is committed to matching as many students as
possible with other local summer programs, and supporting families financially when necessary.
● High-dosage tutoring. DSNCS will build and implement a high-dosage tutoring program based on some of
the successful and research-backed models across the country. We plan to make a convert our Dudley Promise
Corps into a tutoring program. Tutors will focus on early literacy, and will use the Reading Partners curriculum as
a base. Tutors will also partner with individual classroom teachers to support small group instruction during class
time.
● Arts programming. DSNCS has already added a full-time theater teacher to its staff, as well as a full-time
STEAM teacher, who integrates the arts with STEM. DSNCS will be adding a full music program as well.

Criterion 6: Program Delivery
DSNCS Principles of Teaching and Learning. The DSNCS academic model is based on the following core principles.
DSNCS educators:
1. Know all students as individuals and learners by building and sustaining productive learning
environments where every student matters and participates, and where problems and tasks are relevant and
worthwhile.
2. Treat all students as sense-makers by teaching engaging lessons with high cognitive demand that maintain
a consistent focus on student reasoning and the big ideas in each academic area. To do this, we must ensure
students reason, discuss, and write in meaningful ways in every lesson.
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3. Measure the success of teaching through student learning by assessing student understanding every
day to inform instructional decisions.
The DSNCS Principles of Teaching and Learning ground our conversations about students and help structure how we
implement curriculum, instruction and assessment at our school.
• Knowing our students as individuals and learners ensures that we track and use the data and
information we need to ensure that our students can enter the content in ways that are relevant and accessible.
• Treating all students as sense-makers pushes us to teach content with high cognitive demand that calls for
students to reason with and understand the content and each other.
• Measuring the success of our teaching by what students learn means that we must design aligned
checks for understanding throughout our lessons, units and school year so that we know our curriculum and
instruction work in service of students' needs.
Cycles of Inquiry. We use the above guiding principles as the foundation for our unit-level cycles of inquiry in which
grade-level teaching teams (including general educators, special educators, and BTR residents) meet regularly with our
Instructional Coaches to:
• Before: Plan and prepare units of study in each major content area before the unit is taught, which
includes:
o Identifying key standards, big ideas, knowledge and skills that students have to know and be able to do by
the end of the unit
o Doing the work required of students in the unit to ensure that the teacher knows the content that is involved
o Anticipating major areas of challenge for students, including the language demands of the texts and tasks
o Making modifications to the scope or sequence of the unit based on multiple sources of student learning
data
o Determining the aligned formative and summative assessment strategy for the unit.
• During: Continuously plan for and reflect on the learning of students while the unit is being taught,
which includes:
o Developing instructional plans and assessments at the lesson level that provide opportunities for students
to explore, practice, and master important ideas, concepts and skills, which are modified as appropriate to
meet IEP goals and which each have clear learning and WIDA-aligned language objectives,
o Determining what instructional roles adults are playing within each lesson to best meet the needs of all
students
o Consistently reviewing student work and reflecting on student engagement to inform and adjust
instruction, ensuring that daily lessons are building toward the big ideas, concepts and skills of the unit.
• After: Review the successes and challenges of a unit by:
o Analyzing end-of-unit assessments/tasks to plan for re-teaching/re-engagement in specific skills
o Determining strengths and challenges of the unit to make modifications for future teaching.
Engaging in this cycle of inquiry necessitates a deep knowledge of who our students are, a close examination of our
curriculum and instruction to ensure that we are planning and implementing high cognitive demand instruction, and
consistent and aligned assessments to measure our teaching. This planning and reflection process is one part of building
and sustaining an academic model that has sound curricular materials and excellent instructional delivery.
Curriculum, Instruction and Assessment.
Our academic model is built on the following components:
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1. Engaging and standards-aligned curriculum
2. A common, consistent form of instruction including structures, practices and routines that lead to high levels of
rigor and engagement
3. A robust assessment strategy that provides teachers with multiple data points to both inform instruction and gauge
student progress toward grade level mastery
1. Engaging and standards-aligned curriculum. At DSNCS, we have established structures for strong planning
and instruction, supported by solid curricular materials and resources. To build and select the best curricular materials for
our students, we are guided by our student data. Our academic program is commonly implemented within our school,
meaning that the same curriculum is used across the same classrooms/grades for the same content. Curriculum includes:
• the standards-aligned content and learning experiences we offer our students (the “scope”)
• the order in which we offer the learning experiences (the “sequence”)
• the materials (texts, curricular resources) we select for students.
Our curricular materials serve as a starting point and foundation for our students’ learning experiences, but must be
refined and adapted based on students’ learning experiences. Teachers at every grade level engage in cycles of inquiry (as
described above) to adapt the core curricular materials to meet the needs of students in their grade level based on
multiple sources of data.
Literacy Curriculum. Students engage in four major blocks of text-based literacy instruction that combine to provide
students with sound instruction in phonemic awareness, phonics, vocabulary, fluency, and comprehension. Students
develop strong foundational skills that form the basis of all reading and writing and provide extensive exposure to, and
practice with, grade-level complex texts. In addition, teachers facilitate deep engagement with informational texts, and
students' reading, writing and speaking is grounded in text evidence. The four instructional blocks of DSNCS Literacy
instruction are:
1. Whole group, grade level reading instruction. During this time, students read and/or listen to complex,
grade-level texts connected to a central topic or theme. Students participate in interactive read-alouds (IRAs) to
answer text dependent questions, discuss texts, and respond to texts in reader's response notebooks. Each grade
level studies a different set of topics and themes, and each grade level reads a variety of genres within each unit.
In addition to IRAs, students engage in mini-lessons that develop their reading behaviors, habits, and skills, as
well as engendering a love and respect for quality literature. DSNCS kindergartens use the BPS Early Childhood
Focus curricula, and grades 1-5 use the Fountas and Pinnell Classroom materials.
2. Small group, differentiated instruction. During this block of time, students are grouped by developmental
needs (i.e. reading level, skill/strategy, or content support) for highly-personalized instruction to support their
individual reading progress. Each small group reading lesson includes the reading of continuous text. Teachers
plan so that the type and genre of text is varied, providing students with exposure to a variety of types of texts.
Additionally, teachers provide time for both discussion of the texts and writing about the texts during small
group time. We use the Fountas and Pinnell Guided Reading books and lesson plans.
3. Phonics and Phonemic Awareness Instruction. All students grades in PreK-Grade 3 receive daily direct,
explicit, systematic, sequential, multi-sensory, and diagnostic phonics instruction. As needed, students in
Grades 4-5 also receive phonics instruction. In K1-K2, students also develop phonemic awareness through
songs, rhymes, and games. Grades K1-K2 use Orton-Gillingham, and grades 1-3 use the Wilson Language
Training Fundations system.
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4. Writers' Workshop. Students in grades K-5 study and write in the three major genres: narrative, expository,
and persuasive. Students study complex, grade-level examples of mentor texts. DSNCS uses the Lucy Calkins
Units of Study in Writing.
Math Curriculum. All DSNCS math curricular materials are standards-aligned. We use the standards-aligned curriculum
and scope and sequence provided by the Boston Public Schools to ensure focus and coherence across the grade levels. At
the heart of the vertical alignment of the math program at DSNCS are the Mathematical Practice Standards. We use the
Building Blocks curriculum in PreK, and grades K-5 use Investigations. Grades 2-5 use both the Symphony Math (to
support development of number sense and conceptual understanding of operations) and Reflex (to support fact fluency in
all four operations) online programs. Grades 3-5 also uses the Learning Algebra Through an Early Learning Progression
(LEAP) materials
B. Instruction
Common, Consistent Instructional Practice. At DSNCS, we strive to enact a coherent form of instruction with
common lesson structures, instructional practices, and classroom routines. These structures, practices and routines align
with our Principles for Teaching and Learning and lead to a coherent system for instruction in which all students have
access to research-based and tested, effective teaching approaches that serve to drive ambitious learning and high levels
of achievement.
Common Lesson Structures. DSNCS teachers employ defined lesson that provide a framework and foundation for
common and consistent instruction across content and grade levels. For each instructional block at DSNCS, the time is
structured and parsed out into “parts of a lesson,” providing consistency for students, residents, teachers, instructional
leaders and all others who work in or visit our classrooms. For example, Morning Meeting is broken into four discrete,
time-bound parts that include the “Greeting,” “Share,” “Group Activity” and “Morning Message.” By defining instructional
blocks this way, we can ensure consistency across classrooms, assign meaningful roles to all of the adults in the classroom
during each part of the lesson, and isolate and name the instructional practices and classroom routines that should occur.
Whole class lessons across the school follow the same common format:
• Introducing a problem or task for the lesson (e.g. solving a math problem, revising the introduction to a piece of
writing, discovering the central message of a text) that is contextualized within the real-world and made relevant
to the work and lives of our students.
• Independent, pair, or small group problem solving, skill practice, and/or task completion. Teachers intentionally
form these groups for specific pedagogical reasons: to allow for sharing of different strategies/ideas, to allow
students with similar skills and approaches to work together on a problem or task, to allow for differentiated,
targeted support from a teacher. This time allows teachers to confer with individual students or small groups to
collect daily formative data on how students are working with and learning content and allows time to
consistently provide forward moving feedback to our students.
• Analysis/synthesis discussions and shares that bring the whole class back together to analyze examples of
student work. Teachers intentionally select student work to highlight essential understandings and questions,
and use these discussions to carry the skills and strategies into future problems and tasks.
Instructional Practices and Classroom Routines. We have defined and codified discrete instructional practices and
classroom routines to be enacted by DSNCS educators. Every teacher is expected to use these practices throughout the day
to ensure effective instruction and a productive learning environment. While each one of these practices and routines is
an important component of instruction and building a culture of learning, taken together the list of practices/routines is a
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holistic representation of what student-centered teaching and learning looks like at DSNCS. The codification of these
practices and routines allows for common language to be used when teachers and our pre-service teachers (BTR
Residents) are learning with and from each other within the context of our Teaching Academy model.
Assessment and program evaluation. A core tenet of DSNCS instructional practice is that teachers assess students’
understanding every day to inform instructional decisions. DSNCS employs a balanced system of assessments within each
content and each grade level that provides formative, summative, and cumulative student learning data for every student.
Formative assessments are embedded within daily instruction and cumulative/summative assessments are scheduled at
defined checkpoints throughout the year. Our assessments allow for data collection at the individual and whole group
levels. We provide opportunities for students to demonstrate learning in multiple ways using a variety of formats. We hold
sacred the time to collect and analyze data to ensure that planning addresses the differentiated learning needs of our
students. Our teachers use weekly grade level common planning time as well as grade level planning days multiple times
throughout the year to review student learning data to inform and adjust instruction and make revisions to lessons and
units for future teaching.
Content

Type of Assessment

All
grades,

Daily formative assessments. Exit tickets, observational data/notes (e.g., what problem-solving strategies
a student is using in math; what writing conventions a student is/isn’t applying)

All
contents

Purpose: To inform and adjust daily instruction.

Reading

Benchmark reading assessments. PreK: Orton-Gillingham reading assessment; Grades K2-5: Fountas &
Pinnell Leveled Benchmark Reading Assessments
Purpose: To determine growth and progress toward grade level reading goals and identify areas for
skill and strategy development
BPS Interim assessments – Grades 2-5
Purpose: Summative and cumulative reading assessments administered three times over the course of
the year to determine how students are mastering new reading skills and strategies and maintaining
previously learned skills and strategies across a variety of texts and genres.

Math

Assessing Math Concepts (AMC) – Grades PreK-1.
Purpose: To determine foundational math skills and strategies used by individual students.
End of Unit Assessments (EOUs) – Grades K-5.
Purpose: Summative assessment administered at the end of every unit to determine skills and
content learned, and to measure cumulative growth.
Symphony Math Assessments – Grades 1-4.
Purpose: Provide teachers with information about which students are on track to meeting grade
level performance standards and which are behind.
BPS Interim assessments – Grades 3-5.
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Purpose: Determine how students are mastering new skills and strategies and maintaining previously
learned skills and strategies.
Writing

Lucy Calkins On-Demand Writing Assessments in Narrative, Expository, and Persuasive – Grades K-5.
Purpose: Determine how students use and apply skills and strategies specific to a particular genre and
determine students' grade level writing proficiency.

Criterion-Referenced Summative Assessment. The results from the MCAS provide an opportunity for the school
community to reflect on “big picture” academic progress in relation to supporting all students to meet standards. We
use the data from these assessments to inform decisions about staffing, intervention resources needed at grade and
individual student levels, areas of annual instructional focus and the content/design of professional development for our
teachers.
In addition to these methods for closely monitoring student learning and academic achievement, the school employs a
number of other tools to evaluate the effectiveness of our academic program in serving all students. Our Special
Populations Team regularly reviews the progress of students toward meeting IEP goals, as well as the results of ACCESS
testing to gauge the development of our English language learners. Twice annually, we survey teachers to gain their
insights on school performance related to curricular development/alignment, coherence of the instructional model,
quality of professional development and overall alignment with the school’s mission and vision. We also survey
families on annual basis to solicit their feedback on the quality and effectiveness of the school in serving their children.
The Teaching and Learning Team (TLT) and Instructional Leadership Team (ILT) review all of this data in cycles
throughout the year; both bodies are responsible for recommending and implementing school-wide and grade-level
program modifications based on their analysis of the information collected.
D. Supports for diverse learners
Serving All Learners. DSNCS was founded on the belief that an outstanding school provides all students what they
need, when they need it. As such, we have organized school resources (student and teacher schedules, staffing,
specialized supports) to ensure that we have the human capital, structures and strategies in place to meet the academic
needs of our broad array of diverse learners. All students are members of grade-level classrooms. Across the school:
• All students have access to flexible groupings, different group sizes, and supplemental classroom staff supports
(Paraprofessionals, Boston Teacher Residents, Dudley Promise Corps Members)
• All students have opportunities for small group reading and math instruction at their level, provided as
appropriate, by both general education and specialized (SPED, ESL-certified) instructors
• All students have access to social-emotional support providers
• Grade level teams use students’ IEPs to inform daily and unit planning
• ELL and special education teachers co-plan and co-facilitate instruction with general education classroom teachers.
Special Education Model. Special education at DSNCS programming is student-centered and disability-specific. It
provides appropriate accommodations to general education settings and the school environment while teaching the
necessary skill-based instruction required for each student to make progress. This instruction always occurs in the least
restrictive environment.
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Inclusion. DSNCS has been structured with inclusion as its foundation. We define inclusion as providing a rigorous and
engaging education to all students alongside their peers. In addition, inclusion ensures access to and progress within our
rigorous and engaging educational setting. In order to best provide a flexible spectrum of services for our students, our
special and general educators have the space, time and structures to effectively and collaboratively engage in cycles of
inquiry around student learning. Students receive special education services in the following ways:
• Co-teaching with Special Educator Support. Co-teaching allows for our educators to focus on providing
direct special education services to students with IEPs. Co-teaching has the power to support the learning of all
students. Because of our commitment to providing specially designed instruction to our students with IEPs, we
know that these services are sometimes best provided during specific, structured learning times. As appropriate,
a special educator may provide small group or one-on-one instruction within the general education setting, or in
a quieter, private environment. Special educators collaborate with general educators to align content, language,
and IEP goals. This collaboration positions students to generalize skills and strategies connected to multiple
contexts. Specially designed instruction must ultimately be supported within the context of many authentic
learning experiences.
• Small Group Centers. Our pull-out centers serve two purposes: 1. To allow special educators to provide explicit
instruction in strategy development for students working on academic and executive functioning and selfregulation skills, and 2. To provide the needed extra time and support required for some students to participate
meaningfully in some content areas.
• Related Services. Our related service-providers integrate into classroom settings as applicable. For example,
our speech and language pathologist and occupational therapist communicate goals and strategies with the
school-base Special Populations team in IEP and check-in meetings and then work to support integration across
multiple settings, directly with students.
With this spectrum of collaborative and flexible services, we aim to provide the best education possible to all of our
students. We engage in cycles of inquiry with students, families, outside agencies, and other resources to provide the
school environment each student requires. We work to understand what each student and family wants from their
education. We recognize, however, that some students may require services that we cannot provide. In this case, we will
facilitate any necessary transition to a new learning environment through IEP meetings, scheduling and structuring visits
to other schools, relationship-building with new educational providers, and facilitating community introductions.
Special Needs Screening. DSNCS adheres to all local, state and federal statutes in screening for and serving special needs
students. We have developed a Special Education Policies and Procedures Manual to ensure consistency and accuracy of
special education practices in the school. The policies and procedures included in this manual align with 603 CMR 28.00
Special Education Regulations. A summary of our Referral & Evaluation process is as follows.
• Referral. A student may be referred for an evaluation by a parent or any person in a care giving or professional
position concerned with the student’s development. Within five school days of the referral, DSNCS will respond
in writing to the request for evaluation. In the event that a school staff member makes a referral and the Director
of Special Populations (DSP) determines that all efforts have been made to meet the needs of the student within
the general education program, and these efforts have not been successful, the student’s parents will be
contacted with a recommendation to begin an evaluation process to determine eligibility for special education.
In the case of either a parent/caregiver or staff referral, the DSP will send a notice and consent packet within five
school days and schedule a parent meeting. In that meeting the DSP will review all relevant documents with the
parent, including:
o Proposal to conduct an initial team evaluation
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o Evaluation consent form
o Notice of Procedural Safeguards
An evaluation process will not begin until DSNCS receives signed consent to evaluate from parents.
• Initial Evaluation. Upon receipt of signed consent by the parent, DSNCS will provide for the evaluation of the
student by a multidisciplinary team ("Team") within 30 school days. A Team meeting must be scheduled,
including an IEP with placement proposed (if determined eligible), within 45 school days from receipt of
consent.
• Receipt of consent at end of school year. If consent is received within thirty (30) to forty-five (45) school
days before the end of the school year, DSNCS will ensure that a Team meeting is scheduled so as to allow for the
provision of the proposed IEP or written notice of the finding of no eligibility no later than fourteen (14) days
after the end of the school year. For consents received fewer than 30 days prior to the end of the school year, the
timeline starts at receipt of consent, stops on the last day of school, and re-starts at the start of the following
school year.
• Assessments. The assessments used in the evaluation process are adapted to the age of the student. DSNCS
ensures that appropriately credentialed and trained specialists administer all assessments. The evaluation
includes assessments in all areas related to the suspected disability, plus the following educational assessments:
o History of the student’s educational progress in the general curriculum; includes information provided
by teacher(s) with current knowledge regarding the student’s specific abilities in relation to learning
standards of the Massachusetts Curriculum Frameworks and DSNCS curriculum;
o An assessment of the student’s attention skills, participation behaviors, communication skills, memory,
and social relations with groups, peers, and adults;
o A thorough evaluation of the student’s educational and developmental potential;
o For children who are receiving early intervention services, current and appropriate early intervention
assessments can be used to inform team decisions.
Optional assessments may include:
• A comprehensive health assessment by a physician that identifies medical problems or constraints that may
affect the student’s education. The school nurse may add additional relevant health information from the
student’s school health records;
• A psychological assessment by a licensed school psychologist, licensed psychologist, or licensed educational
psychologist, including an individual psychological examination;
• A home assessment that may be conducted by a nurse, psychologist, social worker, guidance or adjustment
counselor, or teacher and includes information on pertinent family history and home situation and may
include a home visit, with the agreement of a parent;
• Functional Behavioral Assessment; and
• Assistive Technology Evaluation/Consultation.
• Team Meetings. The DSP is responsible for notifying the Team members that consent has been submitted and
assessments can be scheduled. Simultaneously, the DSP will schedule the Team meeting to occur within 45 school
days from receipt of consent and provide parent(s) with the following:
o Notice of Team meeting
o Attendance Sheet.
• Assessment Reports. Each person conducting an assessment will summarize in writing the procedures
employed, the results, and the diagnostic impression, and will define in detail, and in educationally relevant and
common terms, the student’s needs, offering explicit means of meeting them (recommendations,
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accommodations and modifications to the curriculum). Summaries of assessments shall be completed prior to
discussion by the Team and shall be made available to the parents at least two days in advance of the Team
meeting.
ESL Model. English language learners are served in full compliance with DESE guidelines for required hours by ELD level.
These students receive ELD-specific instruction from certified ESL teachers who develop reading, writing, listening, and
speaking skills through direct, explicit and systematic instruction of the English language focusing on the academic
language that is used in all content areas. In addition, ESL instruction focuses on the cultural aspects and pragmatics of
learning the language of English in the U.S. context, while building on the cultural background and prior knowledge of
the students. ESL and SEI-certified classroom teachers use WIDA standards to design instruction, track progress toward
standards mastery, and ensure English language development. Growth in the acquisition of social and academic language
in the content areas is assessed yearly through WIDA’s ACCESS which is based on the WIDA English Language
Development standards and proficiency-level descriptors and assesses proficiency in listening, speaking, reading, and
writing.
Sheltered English Instruction Model. All content instruction at DSNCS is delivered by teachers who are SEI endorsed and
implement SEI strategies (a) to make content accessible to English language learners and (b) to support the development
of grade level subject knowledge and content specific academic language. Besides providing opportunities for exposure
to a language rich environment and creating structures for regular interaction among students with diverse linguistic and
cultural backgrounds, all teachers ensure that English language learners develop language skills through explicit
instruction (and modeling and scaffolding) and participate actively in classroom learning (which requires explicit
instruction in language, paying attention to language demands and structures of the task at hand). As a result of
professional development efforts, all teachers are growing in their capacity to plan and enact lessons with vocabulary and
visual supports in mind.
ELL Screening. DSNCS complies with all federal and state law, in accordance with DESE guidance, to identify English
language learners. Our objectives in this process are (a) to ensure that these students receive instruction that is designed
to assist them in learning the English language and subject matter content, and (b) to allow their parents to participate in
the decision-making process relative to the type of program the identified English language learner will receive. When a
new student enrolls at DSNCS, we implement procedures designed to determine whether the student is an English
language learner and, if so, to place the student in the appropriate instructional program to support content area and
language learning (603 CMR 14.02). Our process mirrors DESE guidance explicated below:
o Step 1: The Director of Special Populations (DSP, or ESL-certified designee) administers a home language survey
to all newly enrolling students.
o Step 2: The DSP (or ESL-certified designee) assesses the English proficiency of a student when the answer to any
of the questions on the Home Language Survey is a language other than English. We use the Kindergarten WIDAACCESS Placement Test (K W-APT) for students entering our school at K1 or K2 and the WIDA Screener for students
entering our school in Grades 1-5. We do not administer a screening test for students who come from another
Massachusetts district or another WIDA state with ACCESS results if the test was administered within the last
calendar year.
o Step 3: The DSP determines whether the student is an English language learner using screening test results and
makes initial placement decisions.
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o

o

Step 4: The DSP notifies the student’s parent of language screening assessment results and initial placement.
Additionally, the parent is informed of the right to “opt out” or to secure an SEI program waiver in a language the
parent can understand, to the extent practicable.
Step 5: The DSP codes the student determined to be an English language learner in all future SIMS reports
submitted to DESE.

Criterion 7: Culture and Family Engagement
Key Indicator 7.1 Safe and Supportive Environment
A. Social, Emotional, and Health Needs
In order to facilitate meaningful learning and academic achievement, a school must ensure that it is meeting the physical,
social, emotional, and health needs of its students.
Physical Environment. At DSNCS, our approach to the physical environment begins with providing our students with
safe, vibrant, kid-friendly, and COVID-informed learning spaces as evidenced by individual desk shields and sanitation
stations. Since being awarded our charter in 2012, the school and BPS have invested well over $500,000 to update the
school’s physical plant; We replaced nearly every window and door in the school, substantially upgraded hallway lighting
fixtures, abated mold and asbestos issues, refurbished the boys’ bathroom, painted all walls, refinished all floors and
addressed persistent pest problems. We have added four new modular classrooms to accommodate our early childhood
program, and have begun a program of commissioning murals for our walls.
Expectations for Respectful Behavior. DSNCS expects that all students demonstrate self-discipline and acknowledge
and respect people from diverse backgrounds and perspectives. Students must be able to respond well to conflict, cope
with disappointment, be flexible, work collaboratively with others, and feel comfortable and confident in the face of
academic and other challenges. Classroom teachers seek to instill and nurture these characteristics through the
development of classroom-based norms and expectations that reflect the school’s commitment to grow students’ capacity
for problem-solving, independence and perseverance.
DSNCS believes that student disciplinary issues are best addressed by building a strong school community where all
members are valued, listened to, and empowered to actively participate. We recognize, however, that even in the most
innovative, supportive, and engaging environments, student disciplinary issues will arise. At the heart of the DSNCS
discipline policy and all interventions is a commitment to address challenging behaviors through a problem-solving
approach that seeks to build student independence and responsibility. As such, we strive to implement a system that
employs student-specific strategies to support all students to meet norms for behavior.
Interventions. Students demonstrate disruptive behaviors as a response to an unmet or unrecognized need. It is our
goal to do our best to meet students’ academic, social, and emotional needs in order to reduce disruptive behavioral
incidents. If circumstances and situations arise where a student’s behavior takes away from the learning community, we
have corrective consequences in place to provide opportunities for skill building and making better choices. We know
students do well when we set them up for success by building the skills necessary to meet expectations. The following
interventions are in place to support students to build skills and make better choices:
1. Reminder of Expectations
2. Thinking/Reflecting Opportunities – Take a Break Space
3. Office Referral.
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Teachers are required to report all incidents of disruptive or challenging behavior through the Student Incident Report Log
on the DSNCS dashboard.
Addressing Academic, Social Emotional / Behavioral, Health, and Family Needs. The Student Support Team
(SST) is the primary vehicle for ensuring that DSNCS meets the comprehensive learning needs of ALL students. The team is
comprised of the City Connects Coordinator, the Lead Special Populations Teacher, the IEP Coordinator, the Dean of
Students, the School Psychologist, the Director of Community & Family Engagement, the School Nurse, and the Principal.
The objective of the SST is to assess individual student situations and design personalized plans that include access to
resources and services in the interest of getting students what they need to effectively re-engage in the school community
and their learning. This takes place in weekly meetings where teachers go through the organized referral process
and present student cases for consideration. Using a defined protocol, the team interrogates the dilemma with the
teacher, identifies areas for further exploration, considers potential strategies for implementation and determines specific
recommendations for interventions and subsequent follow-ups. Such interventions encompass a broad array of
approaches, including:
• Instructional or management strategies for teachers to support struggling learners in their classrooms (i.e.
curricular modification, SEI strategy, tighten transitions, assign a “helper” job)
• Real-time coaching for families experiencing home-to-school challenges with their children
• Serving as a liaison for students and families to connect them with external service providers
• Referrals to school partners for intensive therapeutic care (provided onsite by interns or offsite at Children’s
Services of Roxbury or Home for Little Wanderers)
• Internal evaluation for special needs or ELL eligibility
• School-based counseling (provided by the School Counselor or School Psychologist)
• Referral to a pediatrician for physical or developmental issues
• Placement in afterschool or summer programs.
In considering each individual situation, members of the SST work to build a close relationship with families, who we
recognize as the primary decision-makers and our close partners in designing plans for students. The City Connects
Coordinator or classroom teacher communicates with the family following meetings to share and solicit input on next
steps for implementation. All interventions and Individual Student Review plans are closely tracked in the City Connects
database “MyConnects” and Panorama according to the agreements developed in the protocol, and cases are revisited
within six weeks.
Physical Wellness. Every student at DSNCS is provided with a healthy breakfast, lunch and snack on a daily basis. In
addition, all students participate in Physical Education classes twice per week and daily (outdoor as much as possible)
supervised recesses facilitated by our staff and Dudley Promise Corps. DSNCS has a full-time Nurse who administers
medication, attends to immediate injuries or ailments, and provides students, staff and families with health-related
information and referrals to district or external healthcare providers.
B. Family Engagement
DSNCS was founded with a deep commitment to engage families meaningfully in the education of their children. As a
school, we recognize that it is our job to partner with families, understand their expectations and aspirations for their
children's education and well-being and work diligently to serve those interests. We strive to ensure that parent voice is
elevated and involved in decision-making and school governance. To this end, the Principal facilitates monthly Family
Leadership Council meetings, and two current parents serve on the school's Board of Trustees (as well as two parents of
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former students). Additionally, we have created engagement opportunities to support family member's roles as teachers,
advocates, learners and leaders:
• Our team includes an experienced Director of Community & Family Engagement who coordinates family and
community engagement practices with the school staff to ensure that families receive regular communication
from the school, are welcomed and efficiently connected with appropriate school or partner personnel to address
concerns/resolve questions, updates the family page of the school website with accurate and relevant
information, and fosters relationships with community-based partners to provide families resources.
• Back-to-School Night every September provides families with a chance to meet teachers, see classrooms, and
learn about the academic plan for the year
• Fall and spring family conferences - the school sets aside full teacher-release days to meet with families and
discuss the academic and developmental progress of their children
• Annual publishing parties in every classroom where student read their original compositions to family members
and classmates
• Annual Math Night where students present their learning and math-related projects to families
• Annual orientation, teacher home visits, and parent/child STEAM workshops for all students entering the school
in K1.
• Opportunities three times a year for 4th and 5th grade students and their families to participate in family
activities at the Dearborn STEM Academy, to ensure a smooth middle school transition
• Schoolwide "Open Door" policy that allows families to schedule meetings with school staff and observe and
participate in classes in an efficient and transparent manner
• Regular calls, emails and texts between teachers and families to facilitate communication about student
progress, challenges or learning needs/expectations
• Access to BPS Parent University “Family Learning Workshops’ that focus on child socio-emotional development,
academic development, advocacy, parent leadership skills, and effective parenting skills and self-care
• Connections to community programs and services to build parents' own academic skills, workforce development
programs, and housing and social services.
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Organizational Viability
Criterion 8: Capacity
A. School Leadership
Roles and Responsibilities. DSNCS is led by Principal Elijah Heckstall who employs a distributed leadership model to
provide effective oversight and administration across the school’s many functions. The Principal convenes the Teaching
Learning Team (TLT) on a weekly basis, which is responsible for overseeing and driving the school's instructional work, and
is made up of the Instructional Coaches for Literacy and Mathematics and the Director of Professional Learning. Principal
Heckstall separately convenes the Culture and Operations team which include the Dean of Students, Office Manager, and
Director of Operations. He also convenes the Special Populations team leads each week (Special Education lead, ESL lead,
Special Education Coordinator)/
The Dean of Students is responsible for promoting a safe and productive learning environment, addressing student
disciplinary issues and attending to such operation functions as food service, transportation, student arrival and dismissal.
The Director of Professional Learning and Instructional Coaches bear primary responsibility, with the Principal, for
implementation of the school’s academic model. They lead efforts at individual, team and school-wide levels to ensure
that the school has a coherent system for instruction, curriculum, assessment and professional development. They also
oversee the teacher residency program based at the school. The Special Populations Team Lead, ESL Lead and Special
Education Coordinator ensure the delivery of services for English language and special needs learners, oversees the
development and implementation of IEP’s, administration of WIDA and ACCESS testing, professional development of
special populations and general education teachers in inclusive practice instructional strategies and all compliance-related
functions for reporting to the district and state.
Implementing the Mission and Goals. All DSNCS leadership team members are grounded in a common and deep
understanding of the school’s mission and key design elements; in their respective areas of purview and as a highly
collaborative leadership team, all play critical roles in guiding students and staff to meet the school’s annual goals. These
goals are refined by the TLT on an annual basis each summer, with input from members of the ILT and following review
and careful analysis of student data and achievement results from the previous school year. The TLT regularly reviews
progress toward meeting annual goals, both as a body and with their respective teams.
Decision-Making and Communication. The Principal is ultimately accountable for all school-wide decisions at DSNCS.
Within the context of our distributed leadership model, the TLT makes all decisions related to the annual instructional
focus, the vertical and horizontal development and alignment of curriculum, the common lesson structures and
instructional practices to be implemented in all classrooms, the school-wide and grade level assessment model, the
annual professional development calendar, the school-wide plan for building safe and productive learning environments
(classroom management/student behavior) and the allocation of key resources. The school’s Instructional Leadership Team
(ILT), which is comprised of the Principal, TLT members and grade-level teacher leaders, focuses on and makes decisions
about adjustments to grade-level instructional strategies based on student achievement data, the daily and weekly
instructional schedule, the supplies, materials and equipment required to effectively implement the curriculum, the
composition of classroom lists, the deployment of BTR and DPC supports at the classroom level. This body also makes
recommendations to the TLT concerning areas for instructional focus, curriculum revision, assessment updates and
professional learning opportunities. The Principal is responsible for communication of decisions and/or new initiatives
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through the Weekly and Daily Bulletins and during the weekly Wednesday Professional Development meetings. The
Principal presents decisions that require board approval to the Trustees.
B. Professional Climate
As a Teaching Academy, all DSNCS teachers collaborate regularly on a set of core tasks:
• Examine and analyze student work and achievement data to assess student learning progress
• Use information about student learning to refine instruction and interventions
• Work to strengthen horizontal and vertical alignment of language, practices and curriculum.
Professional Development and Collaboration. Every DSNCS educator is a member of one of the following teams that meets
on a weekly basis (and often more frequently): Grade-Level teams, Special Populations team, Student Support Team (SST)
and Teaching Learning Team (TLT).
• Grade-level teams have two 90-minute common planning time (CPT) meetings each week; these meetings
serve to provide collaborative time for looking at student work, instructional planning, and curriculum and
assessment design. The meetings are regularly facilitated by Teaching Learning Team (TLT) members with an eye
to supporting and developing teachers’ capacity in each of these areas. CPT is also an opportunity for inclusion
planning, as grade-level teachers are joined by special populations instructors.
• Weekly Professional Learning. Every staff member also participates in a weekly, 90-minute school-wide
professional development session. The professional development sessions are aligned with advancing the
school’s instructional focus and attend to the identified developmental needs of teachers. This time is also used
for content area teams to meet together across grade levels to deepen content-specific knowledge and
instructional skill.
• Coaching Cycles. Every teacher also participates in instructional coaching cycles with the TLT members. These
coaching cycles are highly differentiated and focus on the professional practice goals established with each teacher
and the larger school goals for academic growth.
Monitoring and Evaluation. The Principal and members of the Teaching Learning Team formally evaluate all teachers. Each
teacher receives a formal midyear observation, conference and written review; teachers deemed to be struggling to meet
expectations are provided with additional capacity-building resources (including intensive coaching) and may be put on a
performance improvement plan. The Principal and members of the Teaching Learning Team also conduct an end-of-year
evaluation that includes a formal observation with a pre- and post-conference. Teachers receive ratings in accordance with
evidence of their performance in relation to the Massachusetts Educator Evaluation Framework Teacher Rubric in each of
the four standards, with particular attention paid to their two professional practice goals and the results against their two
student-learning goals. An overall summative rating is provided, based on evidence from the mid- and end-of-year
evaluations, formal and informal classroom and meeting observations, student learning data review, and input from the
TLT team. Summative ratings are as follows: “Meets/Exceeds Expectations” and “Does Not Meet Expectations.”
C. Contractual Relationships
Relationship with the Boston Public Schools. As a Horace Mann charter school, DSNCS is proud to serve the students of
Boston as a part of the Boston Public Schools (BPS). The terms and conditions of the relationship between DSNCS and BPS,
explicated in the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) developed by the two parties, serve to advance the mutual
interests of both parties in service of our students. BPS has provided critical support and fulfilled all obligations pertaining
to facilities, transportation, food service, technology infrastructure, human capital and finance. School leaders and
members of the BPE team who support DSNCS have developed strong relationships and effective systems with their BPS
counterparts. Each January, representatives from BPS, DSNCS and BPE meet to review the school’s annual budget
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allocation, staffing model and reimbursable positions. BPS has been a responsive partner in providing all pertinent
financial information required for the school’s annual audit. The school also works regularly with district staff in the offices
of Special Education and English Language Learning to ensure that all students have access to and benefit from the
resources available at both the school and district levels. We believe that the Horace Mann model represents a unique
construct for effectively serving the students of Boston and we are grateful for the opportunity to partner with the Boston
Public Schools in this essential and demanding work.
Relationship with BPE. Since DSNCS's inception, DSNCS has contracted with BPE to provide a comprehensive set of
academic, professional development and operational support services to the school. BPE does not, nor has it ever,
collected any fee for these services, and has made significant human capital and resource investments into DSNCS to
advance the aligned missions of both the school and organization. In May, 2019, DESE determined that there was
significant and substantial evidence indicating that the scope of BPE’s services to the school indicated that it was acting as
an education management organization responsible for providing "substantially all educational services." As a result,
DSNCS reviewed and revised its agreement with BPE to ensure that it was aligned with the Department’s required
elements for contracts with educational management organizations. The agreement covers the following services BPE
provides to DSNCS:
• Support in the development and implementation of an instructional system
• Advise DSNCS’s Principal on the development and implementation of the school’s curriculum, subject to the
Board of Trustees’ approval, in line with the Massachusetts curriculum frameworks, and consistent with all
applicable laws
• Provide oversight, measurement and management of overall school quality – with particular attention to
measures detailed in the DSNCS charter.
• Provide staff, resources, management, and supervision for the training of BTR residents and collaborating
teachers at DSNCS.
• Support the preparation of an annual budget which is fiscally responsible and designed to maximize
instructional impact.
• Provide consultation and recommend appropriate subcontractors to manage the day-to-day IT function at the
school
• Provide direct support to DSNCS for financial, accounting, and bookkeeping functions
• Recruit the Principal. If the Principal leaves the school, BPE will recruit a replacement for presentation to and
approval by the Board
• Provide initial training, ongoing support, and supervision of the Principal
• Complete the Principal evaluation for approval by the Board, consistent with State law and any applicable
Memoranda of Understanding with BPS
• Support and guide the recruitment of other school administrators, teachers and staff
• Serve as key conduit to MA DESE and BPS including, but not limited to, issues related to the charter, governance,
autonomy and funding of DSNCS
• Support DSNCS with compliance and reporting mandates issued by district, state and federal entities
• Provide assistance with required data submissions to Department of Elementary and Secondary education
(DESE), including but not limited to reports in connection with Coordinated Program Review and SIMS
• Support the resource development capacity of DSNCS
• Provide consultation to supporting student recruitment efforts
• Support the charter renewal process.
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Criterion 9: Governance
Active and Engaged. The DSNCS Board of Trustees is comprised of accomplished, committed and engaged members who
have worked diligently to provide appropriate governance and oversight, prudent counsel to school leaders and broad
support for the school. The Board meets an average of eight times per year.
The Board is co-chaired by Hakim Harris and Ros Everdell. Hakim is the parent of a DSNCS graduate, a life-long
resident of the neighborhood, and brings his professional expertise in technology and corporate management to the
DSNCS Board. Ros worked for 28 years at DSNCS' partner organization, the Dudley Street Neighborhood Initiative, and
helped found the Boston Parent Organizing Network (a group that mobilizes parents, local organizations and
communities to improve the quality of education in the BPS).
The other Board members represent key constituencies and areas of expertise:
• Taiye Anjorin is the grandparent of a former DSNCS student, and serves as a Human Services Coordinator
for the MA Department of Public Health
• Carlyne Ferreia is a social worker in the Boston Public Schools
• Joceline Fidalgo is a neighborhood resident, speaks multiple languages and has expertise in fundraising
and development
• Valerie Gumes is a neighborhood resident, a retired principal in the Boston Public Schools, and a school
leadership coach
• Keith Henderson is a neighborhood resident, a parent of a DSNCS student, and works as a Health Benefit
Analyst for the city of Boston
• Jamila Mitchell is a neighborhood resident, a parent of a DSNCS student, and an educator
• Nicole Perryman is a community organizer and education advocate in Boston.
All Board members serve on one of three committees (Governance, Finance/Development, Principal Liaison) and give
generously of their time and resources beyond regular meetings.
Decision-Making and Communication. The Board’s by-laws explicate clear processes for making decisions and taking
action through discussion and voting. The DSNCS Principal and key members of the BPE team responsible for supporting
the school (academic programming, operations, finance, data) participate in Board meetings, ensuring clear lines of
communication in moving initiatives from the realm of the Trustees to implementation in the school. The annual schedule
of Board meetings is posted on the school website, notice of monthly meetings and agendas are posted both on the
school website and with the Boston City Clerk (at least 48 hours prior to the meeting, in accordance with Open Meeting
Law) and meeting minutes are posted on the school website. The Board includes two current DSNCS family members.
Meetings are conducted in a thoughtful and organized manner, with special attention paid to addressing agenda items
through transparent and thoughtful discussions.
Appropriate Oversight. The Board enthusiastically embraces its responsible to provide appropriate oversight over essential
DSNCS functions.
Leadership and Administration. On an annual basis, Board members participate in a Principal evaluation process that
includes formal observations of classrooms, focus group meetings with staff, review of staff and family surveys and
analysis of student achievement data. A formal report is generated to provide the Principal with Board feedback and set
clear expectations for future efforts.
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Financial Health. The Board regularly reviews DSNCS financial documents prepared by the BPE Finance Team, including
the Balance Sheet, Year-to-Date Revenues & Expenses and Cash Flow statements. Each spring, the Board spends portions
of two meetings discussing and then approving the DSNCS budget for the upcoming fiscal year. Each fall, the Board meets
with school auditors Alexander, Aronson, Fining & Co., to review and approve the annual audit, as well as consider
recommendations and possible revisions or updates to financial policies and procedures.
Academic and School Goals. Each year, the Principal presents a set of academic achievement and school-wide goals for
Board approval. At each meeting, the Principal reports out on progress toward meeting these goals, using artifacts and
data to facilitate the discussion. Student attendance and tardiness data is also shared at every meeting.
Hiring and Evaluation. The Board participates in the annual evaluation of the Principal, as well as in the hiring of a new
Principal, when relevant. The Board has a Memorandum of Understanding with BPE (described above) to support the
academic, operational, finance and human capital functions of the school. Board Co-Chairs and BPE Executive Director
Jesse Solomon meet prior to each Board meeting to discuss items related to the school function and to set the Board’s
upcoming meeting agendas to consider appropriate or pressing items with the full Board. On an annual basis, the Board
and BPE discuss progress toward goals, areas for improvement or greater attention and the effectiveness of overall
supports and resources being provided to the school.
Strategic and Continuous Improvement. Review of progress toward meeting academic achievement and schoolwide goals is an aspect of every Board meeting. As noted earlier, the Principal presents relevant artifacts and data to the
Board for review, analysis and discussion. On a yearly basis, the Board participates in the development and approval of the
DSNCS annual report, which includes an analysis of the school’s faithfulness to its charter. Under the Board’s leadership,
the school has excelled in staying true to the established mission, vision and educational philosophy established in its
charter. The Board and school moved from the start-up years to fulfill the plan to link to Dearborn STEM Academy (grades
6-12), creating a K-12 pathway for students. The Board is establishing systems and structures to assure long-term
sustainability and health to support a maturing organization. The Finance Committee includes the school's development
function, and has most recently raised funding for the Dudley Education Fund to support students and families during the
pandemic. The Board has experienced continuity due to the longevity of a number of key members, and continues to work
to bring in new members with key skills, expertise and life experiences. As the school enters its tenth year and charter
renewal process, the Board is playing a key role in mapping out the future of DSNCS, working to set goals and
expectations for continued academic growth, improvements to the school’s physical plant and securing the resources
required to meet the needs of and provide every child with a world-class education.

Criterion 10: Finance
Financial Conditions. Dudley Street Neighborhood Charter School (DSNCS) has achieved a sound and stable financial
condition as a Horace Mann charter school. The school is rated “Low Risk” in six of the seven DESE financial dashboard
measures. The "potentially high risk" rating in the remaining measure - Unrestricted Days Cash - is due primarily to the
Horace Mann funding model, in which the vast majority of the school’s revenue is allocated and held by BPS to pay staff
salaries. The school has authority over non-staffing revenue allocations, and tracks all expenses, but does not receive or
hold tuition cash in its own accounts, thus it is not available as “on hand.” Given the nature of Horace Mann charter school
funding, and the guaranteed payments through BPS, the school is in no danger of being unable to fund payroll, facility
costs, or other essential services. We are entirely confident of the district’s financial position and our ability to sustain the
program through this highly reliable source of revenue.
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Annual Budget. Each year, DSNCS receives its annual per-pupil revenue allocation from BPS and entitlement fund
allocations from DESE. The school prepares a budget forecast that incorporates these allocations, along with any other
expected sources of revenue, and sets them against anticipated expenses. The DSNCS Principal, Board leadership and key
BPE staff go through a process of reviewing student performance data and enrollment trajectories to refine the academic
and operational model to ensure we are serving students and are remaining true to our mission. In each year, we have
stayed within all financial targets established in the fiscal year budgets.
Accounting, Oversight and Internal Controls. The DSNCS finance function is supported by BPE, per the terms of the
MOA, whose team of finance professionals includes a Chief Financial Officer and two staff accountants. This team ensures
that the school has established appropriate internal controls and financial policies, which include the timely recording of
all transactions, receipts, payroll, and other disbursements and the regular reconciliation of all key accounts. The BPE
Finance Team is also responsible for executing many financial procedures on behalf of the school, including invoice
processing and maintaining accurate financial records in the school’s accounting system; coordinating payroll and salary
reconciliations with BPS; monitoring and developing monthly statements; monitoring procurement processes for
compliance with Chapter 30B; supporting the annual budget development process, and managing the annual audit
process.
Financial Audits. DSNCS follows generally accepted accounting principles and has received unqualified audit opinions
in each of the last six years of operation. DSNCS works diligently to adhere to the DESE Charter School Recommended
Fiscal Policies and Procedures Guide, largely through leveraging accounting and other forms of financial expertise from
BPE.

Plans for the Next Five Years
As we look ahead, our number one priority - like every school - will be welcoming students back to full in-person school,
ensuring that we provide a supportive and healing environment while bolstering and accelerating academic progress.
Accelerate academic progress. In order to support the academic acceleration of all students, DSNCS will be
implementing:
● A daily intervention block for each student in grades 1-5. During these intervention blocks, grade-level teams
will support students in strategic small groups, based on academic targets. Because these grade-level teams
include an average of seven adults (two lead teachers, two BTR residents, a special populations teacher and two
DPC members) for 48 students, the school is able to provide much more individualized attention for each
student.
● Extensive summer programming. DSNCS has expanded its summer school, hosting roughly one-third of all
students in our own five-week program. In addition, the school is committed to matching as many students as
possible with other local summer programs, and supporting families financially when necessary.
● High-dosage tutoring. DSNCS will build and implement a high-dosage tutoring program based on some of
the successful and research-backed models across the country. We plan to make a convert our Dudley Promise
Corps into a tutoring program. Tutors will focus on early literacy, and will use the Reading Partners curriculum as
a base. Tutors will also partner with individual classroom teachers to support small group instruction during class
time.
● Vertical alignment. The school will undertake an extensive review of the vertical alignment of curriculum in
core academic areas, with the goal of filling in gaps and eliminating unnecessary overlaps.
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●

Arts programming. DSNCS has already added a full-time theater teacher to its staff, as well as a full-time
STEAM teacher, who integrates the arts with STEM. DSNCS will be adding a full music program as well.

Strengthening student supports. In order to ensure that our school environment is set up to support the social and
emotional health and growth of all students - and that we are able to identify and support students with various needs DSNCS will be taking the following key steps:
● Increasing personnel in specialized positions. DSNCS is adding a full-time social worker and a full-time
family liaison, who will work closely with the school’s City Connects coordinator.
● Clarity in roles and systems in tiered student support. With the additional positions within mentioned
above, our student support team will have increased capacity to focus on each domain of student support
(academic, family, social-emotional, and health). Our school counselor will partner with our Social Worker to
develop internal programming to support social-emotional wellness while also bringing in external partners to
do the same as needed. Our school social worker can focus on the family domain, our COSE will primarily focus
on academic support for students which allows for other members or our student support team to execute their
roles give clarity of ownership of these support domains.
● Formalized neighborhood partnerships. DSNCS continues to bolster its partnerships with neighborhood
organizations, and is forming new partnerships to ensure students have what they need. DSNCS’ partnerships
with organizations such as Project Hope (for families experiencing homelessness) and Children’s’ Services of
Roxbury (for counseling and support) have served students well, and we are adding new partnerships - such as
an agreement with nearby Whittier Street Health Center to build a new school-based health clinic.
Expanded STEM learning. Graduating DSNCS 5th graders can automatically enroll in the Dearborn STEM Academy
(grades 6-12), forming a PreK-12 pathway in the neighborhood. As the first part of a STEM pathway, DSNCS is building out
its STEM programs and offerings:
● STEM for all. By hiring a new STEAM teacher, in addition to our Science teacher, DSNCS is now able to offer
specialized Science and STEAM classes for every student in the school, from grades PreK-5.
● April Vacation STEM camp. DSNCS piloted this year an April vacation STEM camp for its 4th and 5th graders,
run by our Science and STEAM teachers.
● Key partnerships. DSNCS is forming key partnerships to create a STEM environment in the school and
neighborhood. For example, working closely with a local organization - MathTalk - we are creating a set of mathoriented installations on school grounds and in the neighborhood that encourage students and their families to
engage in math explorations.
Strengthen instructional system. Under Principal Heckstall’s leadership. DSNCS is formalizing its instructional
system: raising up and implementing common language and practices that ensure both horizontal and vertical
alignment. Included in this work is a revamp of the Social Studies curriculum to ensure that students are studying issues
and events that are relevant, connected to the world around them, and that support the school’s emphasis on social
justice. We are also working to align Social Studies topics with the texts read at the same time in English class, so that
students are making connections across areas. Finally, the school staff’s professional learning around becoming an
increasingly anti-racist school includes explicit attention to what and how we are teaching supports anti-racist language,
beliefs and practices.
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Appendix A: Accountability Plan Performance
Faithfulness to Charter
Charter Term
Performance

Evidence

M (Met)

2020-21

2019-20

2018-19

2017-18

NM (Not Met)

Objective 1: Directors of Instruction will lead cohesive, coherent teams of teachers, BTR residents, and DPC members
to ensure high levels of professional collaboration and teacher development (BPE Teaching Academy Model KDE 1).
Measure: Annually,
80% of teachers will
report high levels of
collaboration and
development on endof-year staff survey
(with at least a 75%
response rate).

NM

NM

NM

TBD

2017-18: 64% of teachers reported that each adult in the
classroom/school is used strategically to meet the diverse
learning needs of the students. 71% of teachers reported
DSNCS is a good place for them to work and learn. [Midyear
survey]
2018-19: 73% of teachers reported that each adult in the
classroom/school is used strategically to meet the diverse
needs of students. [Midyear survey]
2019-20: Due to coronavirus, we did not administer end-ofyear staff survey in 2019-20
*2020-21:

Measure: Annually, a
Resident will be
assigned to 80% of G15 classrooms; at least
one DPC corps member
will be assigned to each
G1-5 grade-level team.
In both cases, being
assigned to a classroom
or grade level indicates
that the Resident/DPC
Corps Member serves
in that setting at least
75% of the time.

M

M

M
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Objective 2: DSNCS will demonstrate high levels of commitment to the Dudley community. (KDE 2)
Measure: Annually,
80% of teachers trained
at DSNCS will teach in
BPS in their first year
after graduating from
the training program.

M

M

M

M

2017-18: 100% of SY1617 graduates taught their first year
in BPS
2018-19: 100% of SY1718 graduates taught their first year
in BPS
2019-20: 100% of SY1819 graduates taught their first year
in BPS
2020-21: 88% of SY1920 graduates are teaching their first
year in BPS

Measure: Annually,
75% of teachers trained
at DSNCS who accept
their first teaching
position in BPS will
remain employed in
the district for the
subsequent two school
years.

M

M

M

TBD

2017-18: 89% of the residents who served at DSNCS and
graduated from BTR in 2015 and 2016 remained in teaching
during SY17-18.
2018-19: 77% of the residents who served at DSNCS and
graduated from BTR in 2016 and 2017 remained in teaching
during SY18-19.
2019-20: 100% of the residents who served at DSNCS and
graduated from BTR in 2017 and 2018 remained in teaching
during SY19-20.
2020-21:

Measure: Annually,
DSNCS leadership will
support communitywide efforts for
educational equity in
the Dudley community,
as evidenced by:
regular participation in
the Dudley Principals
Community of Practice
forum, and by having at
least two Dudley
community
representatives on the
DSNCS Board.

M

Measure: Annually,
90% of DSNCS families
will indicate satisfaction
with the school on its

NM

M

M

M

2017-18: DSNCS had 4 Dudley Community members on the
DSNCS Board by the end of the school year
2018-19: DSNCS had 4 Dudley Community members on the
DSNCS Board
2019-20: DSNCS had 6 Dudley Community members on the
DSNCS Board
2020-21: DSNCS has 6 Dudley Community members on the
DSNCS Board.
In all years, DSNCS staff and Board have participated in
ongoing community fora about education.

NM

N/A
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annual Family Survey
(with at least a 60%
response rate,
administered by BPE
Chief Improvement
Officer in June).

2019-20: Data not collected due to COVID-19 Pandemic
2020-21: Data not collected due to COVID-19 Pandemic

Objective 3: DSNCS will employ a coherent instructional system. (KDE 3)
Measure: Each year, all
M
teachers will receive a
minimum of twelve 1-1
observation and coaching
cycles from an instructional
leader (Principal, director of
instruction, lead teacher) to
develop their capacity to
advance student learning in a
coherent and aligned manner.

M

Measure: Annually, 75% of
students in grades K2-5 will
demonstrate one year of
growth on the STEP (K2-3) or
Fountas & Pinnell (4-5)
assessment of literacy

M

M

M

M

2017-18: Teachers received at least twelve 1-1
observation and coaching cycles over the year.
2018-19: Teachers received at least twelve 1-1
observation and coaching cycles over the year.
2019-20: Teachers received at least twelve 1-1
observation and coaching cycles over the year.
2020-21: Teachers received at least twelve 1-1
observation and coaching cycles over the year.

PM

TBD

2017-18: 76% of students made 1+ years of growth
on STEP/F&P
2018-19: 79% of students made 1+ years of growth
on STEP/F&P
2019-20: 68% of students with available data met
F&P reading growth benchmark from Sept to Feb
(assessment was cut short due to COVID-19
pandemic)
2020-21: Data incomplete until June, 2021

Measure: Annually, 70% of
students in grades K2-5 will
demonstrate at least 70%
mastery on math end-of-unit
assessments.

NM

NM

NM

TBD

2017-18: 59% of students demonstrated mastery on
math assessments (End of Unit assessments).
2018-19: 54% of students demonstrated mastery on
math assessments.
*

2019-20: 63% of students demonstrated mastery on
math assessments from September to Feb
(assessment was cut short due to COVID-19
pandemic).
2020-21: Data incomplete until June, 2021
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Objective 4: All staff will develop facility with and use data to inform instructional planning and/or meet student
socio-emotional needs. (KDE 4)
Measure: Annually, 80% of
teachers will report on end-ofyear staff survey (with at least
a 75% response rate) that
Common Planning Time
meetings led by Directors of
Instruction resulted in clear
plans to refine instruction
based on recent student
learning data.

NM

NM

NM

2017-18: 79% of teachers reported midyear they had
regular opportunities to engage in data review cycles
that supported their ability to personalize instruction
for their students; 42% agreed that data-based
planning meetings had generally been effective and
productive (the remainder were mostly neutral on
the question).
2018-19: 91% of teachers reported that they had
ready access to high quality data and data tools; 55%
agreed that data-based planning meetings had
generally been effective and productive (the
remainder were mostly neutral on the question).
2019-20: Due to coronavirus, we did not administer
end-of-year staff survey in 2019-20
2020-21:

Measure: Annually, 80% of
teachers will report on end-ofyear staff survey (with at least
a 75% response rate) that
Student Support Services
team meetings resulted in
appropriate supports for focus
students’ learning, behavior,
health and wellness needs.

NM

NM

NM

2017-18: 71% of teachers reported midyear that
“guidance and social work staff effectively support
me in my work with students.” In the second half the
year, specialist teachers were used more strategically
to support individual students, and the school saw
higher reading gains this year in the grade levels in
which they focused their intervention work (as
measured by STEP and F&P assessments).
2018-19: 64% of teachers reported midyear that
“guidance and social work staff effectively support
me in my work with students.”
2019-20: Due to coronavirus, we did not administer
end-of-year staff survey in 2019-20
2020-21:
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Dissemination
Charter Term
Performance

Evidence

M (Met)

2020-21

2019-20

2018-19

2017-18

NM (Not Met)

Objective: DSNCS will share the programmatic design and independent evaluation results of its collaborative staffing
model—in service of supporting other schools and districts to develop embedded teacher preparation models.
Measure: Annually, DSNCS will
meet with faculty from the Dearborn
STEM Academy, currently a
turnaround school that DSNCS
students are eligible to attend, to
share best practices in the areas of:
elementary-middle school
transitions, building PreK12 STEM
curricular strands, working with
community organizations to support
students and families.

M

M

M

M

2017-18: DSNCS teachers met and worked with
Dearborn staff regarding recruitment of 5th graders,
the 5th-6th grade transition, and how to support
students and families.
2018-19: DSNCS teachers met and worked with
Dearborn staff regarding recruitment of 5th graders,
the 5th-6th grade transition, and how to support
students and families.
2019-20: Over the SY19-20 school year, the Director
of Community & Family Engagement worked with
teachers, staff, and students across both schools
around recruitment of 5th graders, the 5th-6th grade
transition, STEM pathways, and how to support
students and families. BPE worked with the DSNCS
Board, community organizations, and staff at both
schools to create and share a “Dudley Pathway”
visual describing the preK-12 neighborhood
pathway.
2020-21:

Measure: Annually, DSNCS will
host a Learning Site for early career
teachers and will consult with BPS to
ensure that BPS teachers in their first
1-3 years of teaching are invited, to
share best practices in the areas

NM
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M

NM

2017-18: DSNCS did not host a Learning Site this
year.
2018-19: DSNCS hosted a Learning Site this year,
but will expand the number of teachers from outside
the school who are able to attend.
2019-20: Through our Early Career Teaching
Network, first year teachers used Zoom to facilitate
weekly planning sessions and each first-year teacher
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studied the planning and enactment cycle of their
BTR coach on a guided observation. ECTN also
organized groups of 20 teachers, online, to learn to
address some of the "how to's" of distance learning
among teachers at various schools. They wrote
"promising practice guides" and "starter kits" to share
internally, among schools, and across programs and
partners
2020-21:
Measure: Annually, DSNCS will
serve as an official “demonstration
site” for the National Center for
Teacher Residencies (NCTR).

M

M

M

M

2017-18: DSNCS served as an official
“demonstration site” for NCTR, hosting a group of 50
leaders of teacher residency programs from around
the country in October.
2018-19: We continued to serve as an official
“demonstration site” for NCTR, hosting visits and
sharing materials/best practices.
2019-20: We continued to serve as an official
“demonstration site” for NCTR, hosting visits from
East Harlem Schools and The Center for Transforming
Alternative Preparation.
2020-21: We continued to serve as an official
“demonstration site” for NCTR, though all
dissemination was done virtually.
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ReACH OBJECTIVES AND MEASURES
Charter Term
Performance

Evidence

M (Met)

2020-21

2019-20

2018-19

2017-18

NM (Not Met)

Objective: The Teaching Academy model will demonstrate the ability to advance outstanding professional and student
learning.
Measure: Annually, 85% of teachers
(with at least a 75% response rate)
will agree with the statement on our
annual survey: “the Teaching
Academy model has driven
outstanding learning for me as a
professional and for my students.”

NM

NM NM

2017-18: 79% of teachers reported that BTR
residents are an important resource in helping to
advance the learning of their students (and no one
disagreed). 50% of teachers reported that weekly
Professional Develop meetings were generally
effective and productive.
2018-19: 73% of teachers reported that BTR
residents are an important resource in helping to
advance the learning of their students (and no one
disagreed).
2019-20: Due to coronavirus, we did not administer
end-of-year staff survey in 2019-20
2020-21:
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